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INTRODUCTION
Let X denote a locally convex Hausdorff (topological vector) space over tae reals R. Let X* denote the dual of X, and write <x, x*) in place of x*(x) for
x E X and x* E X*.
A multivalued mapping T: X --+ X* is called a monotone operator if (1.1) < x -y, x* -y* > 2: 0 whenever x* E T'(x) and y* E T(y). It is called a maximal monotone operator if, in addition, the graph of T, in other words, the set (1.2) {(x, x*)1 x= E T(x)} C X x X*, is not properly contained in the graph of any other monotone operator T': X --+ X*. It is said to be locally bounded at x if there exists a neighborhood U of x such that the set (1.3)
T(U) = U {T(y)1 y E U} is an equicontinuous subset of X*. (Of course, if X is a Banach space, then the equicontinuous subsets of X* coincide with the bounded subsets.)
In the case where X is a Banach space, it follows from a result of T. Kato [7] that a monotone operator T: X --+ X* is locally bounded at a point x if x is an interior point of the set is equicontinuous in X*). Moreover, Kato showed in [6] that the assumption of local hemiboundedness is redundant when X is finite-dimensional.
In this note, we establish the following more general result, which implies, among other things, that the assumption of local hemiboundedness is redundant even when X is an infinite-dimensional Banach space. (The abbreviations conv, int, and cl denote convex hull, interior, and (strong) closure, respectively.) THEOREM 1. Let X be a Banach space, and let T: X -+ X* be a maximal monotone operator. Suppose either that We shall prove Theorem 1 and its corollaries in Section 3.
The following corollary corresponds to the result of Kato The convexity assertion of Theorem 1 is also worth noting. We have shown elsewhere [11] that if X is a reflexive Banach space and T: X -+ X* is a maximal monotone operator, then cl D(T) is a convex set. In fact, if X is also separable, then D(T) itself is a virtually convex set, in the sense that for each relatively (strongly) compact subset K of conv D(T) and each E > 0 there exists a strongly continuous mapping p of K into D(T) such that IIp(x) -x II~E for every x E K. In this context, Theorem 1 contributes a condition under which D(T) is virtually convex even though X may not be reflexive. 
i-+oo
We remark that according to [11, Corollary 1 to Theorem 2], the condition o E: cl R(T) in Corollary 1.3 is equivalent to the nonexistence of a u E X and a o' > 0 such that <u, x= > .:::;-0 for every x* E R(T). Corollary 1.4 is a generalization of the main existence theorem of G. J. Minty [8] , which requires that the unit ball of X is smooth and that, in effect,
where To is some mapping with the properties that T o(x) C T(x) for every x and sup sup < x, x* > < 00 xE: B X*E: T a (x)
The necessary and sufficient condition in Corollary 1.6 is satisfied, in particular, if the following condition is satisfied: Under the additional assumption that X is uniformly convex and X* is strictly convex, F. Browder [4, Theorem 4] established that the latter condition is sufficient for R(T) to be all of X*.
In the case where T is the subdifferential of a lower-semicontinuous, proper convex function f on X (see [10] , [12]), Theorem 1 reduces to known results (see [1] , [9] ), provided int (conv D(T» is nonempty; but the fact that the local boundedness of T at some point of D(T) implies the nonemptiness of int (conv D(T» has not been pointed out previously. (Theorem 1 gives this implication only for reflexive X, but reflexivity is used in the roof only to ensure that cl D(T) is convex, and the latter is true for subdifferential mappings even 1 IS a nonreflexive Banach space [3] .)
2. GENERAL BOUNDEDNESS THEOREM Theorem 1 will be deduced from a broader result, which is applicable even when X is not a Banach space. THEOREM 2. Let X be a locally convex (real) Hausdorff space, and let T: X --> X* be a maximal monotone operator. Suppose there exist a subset S C D(T) and an equicontinuous subset A c X* such that T(x) meets A for every XES and one of the following two conditions holds:
(a) int (cl S) *-0, (b) int (cl (conv S» *-0 and sup sup I < x, x* > I < 00.
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Then int D(T) is a nonempty , open, convex set whose closure is cl D(T). Furthermore, T is locally bounded at each point of int D{T), whereas T is not locally bounded at any boundary point of D(T).
In proving Theorem 2, we shall use three lemmas. LEMMA 1. Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space, and let T: X --> X* be a monotone operator. Let B be an equicontinuous subset of X*. Then, for every x E X, there exists an x* E X* such that
Proof. Give X* the weak* topology. Then B is a relatively compact subset of X*, and the dual of X* can be identified with X. Let S be the restriction of T-1 to B; thus S(u*) = {u E x] u* E T(u)} if u* E B, while S(u*) = ¢ if u* fj B. Then S is a monotone operator from X* to X with D(S) C B. According to the theorem of H. Debrunner and P. Flor [5] , there exists for every x E X an x* E X* such that
The latter relation is identical to the one in the lemma, in view of the definition of S.
COROLLARY. Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space, and let T: X --> X* be a maximal monotone operator.
If T is globally bounded, in other words, if R(T) is an equicontinuous subset of X*, then D(T) is all of X. LEMMA 2. Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space, and let T: X --> X* be a maximal monotone operator. Then, for each weak <closed, equicontinuous subset B of X*, the set
Proof. Let y E cl T-l (B). For each neighborhood U of y, the intersection T(U) n B is nonempty; denote the weak* closure of this intersection by Bu. Since B is weak*-closed and equicontinuous, each Bjj is weak*-compact. The collection of sets Bu, as U ranges over all neighborhoods U of y, has the property that every finite subcollection has a nonempty intersection, and hence this collection as a whole has a nonempty intersection.
Thus there exists some y* E B such that y* belongs to the weak* closure of T(U) for every neighborhood U of y. We shall show that the latter implies that y* E T(y), and this will prove the lemma.
Consider any u E X and u* E T(u). For each c > 0, we can find a neighborhood U of y and a weak* neighborhood U* of y* such that (2.1)
1< u -v, x* -y* > I~s, (V x* E U*), and (2.3)
I < x -v, x* > I < c (V x E U, V x* E B).
- Furthermore, inequality (2.5) holds for each U E X and u* E T(u). Therefore the maximality of T implies that y* E T(y).
LEMMA 3. Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space, and let T: X -+ X* be a maximal monotone operator. Suppose that cl (conv D(T» has a nonempty interior and that x is a point of D(T) not belonging to this interior. Then the set T(x) contains at least one half-line (and consequently T(x) is not equicontinuous).
Proof. Since x is a boundary point of cl (conv D(T», which is a closed, convex set with a nonempty interior, there exists a supporting hyperplane to cl (conv D(T» at x. Thus there exists a y* E X* (y* '" 0) such that (2.6) < x, y*) 2: < u, y*) (VUE D(T». Let x* be an element of T(x). By (2.6) and the monotonicity of T, each vector x* + AY* (A2 0) satisfies the condition (2.7)
<u -x, u* -(x* + AY*» = <u -x, u* -x* ) + x < x -u, y*) 2: 0 (V u E D(T), V u* E T(u».
Since T is maximal, (2.7) implies that x* + '\y* E T(x). Thus T(x) contains the half-line {x*+,\y*l,\ 2: o}. 
Condition (b) implies in particular that cl (conv D(T)) has a nonempty interior.
Let x be a point in this interior. We shall prove that T is locally bounded at' x and that x E D(T). This will establish Theorem 2 except for the assertion that T is not locally bounded at boundary points of D(T).
We deal first with the case where (2.8)
For each equicontinuous subset B of X*, we let TB(X) denote the set of all x* E x* such that (2.9) < u -x, u* -x*)~0 ('r/ u E X, 'r/ u= E T(u) n B) .
By Lemma 1 and the monotonicity of T, we have that (2.10) ('r/x E X).
Note that TB(x) is always a weak*-closed set, since by definition it is the intersection of a certain collection of weak*-closed half-spaces in X*.
To prove that T is locally bounded at X, we consider the mapping T B : x -+ TB(x) in the case where B = A. Choose a convex neighborhood V of the origin in X such that I <x, u* > I~/1 ('r/ x E cl (conv S), 'r/ u= E A).
Select an x E (x + V) and an x* E TA(X). Relations (2.11) and (2.13) imply that <u -x, x* >~< u -x, u*)~1< u, u* > I + I < x, u*) I~2/1 , for every u E Sand u* E T(u) n A. Thus S c {u 1< u -x, x* >~2/1}, and it follows that x + V c X + 2V c cl (conv S) c {u I < u -x, x* >~2/1} . Therefore <v, x*)~2/1 for every v E V; hence
where VO, the polar of a neighborhood of the origin in X, is an equicontinuous subset of X*. Since x was any element of x + V and x= was any element of T A(X), we may conclude from (2.10) that
Thus T(x + V) is equicontinuous, and by definition T is locally bounded at x.
To show that in fact x E D(T), we consider the collection of all the (nonernpty, weak*-closed) sets TB(x), where B is an equicontinuous subset of X* containing A. This collection has the property that every finite subcollection has a nonempty intersection. Moreover, every TB(X) inthe collection is contained in TA(x), which is equicontinuous (and hence weak*-compact) according to the preceding paragraph. The collection therefore has a nonempty intersection.
Let x* be an element in the intersection.
By the definition of the sets TB(X), we must have that •
<u -x, u* -x* > 2: 0 (Vu EX, Vu* E T(u».
But T is a maximal monotone operator, so this implies x* E T(x). Thus T(x) *-¢ and x E D(T).
We deal now with the general case where x is an interior point of cl (conv D(T», not necessarily satisfying (2.8). We shall reduce this case to the previous case by demonstrating the existence of a subset S' C D(T) and an equicontinuous subset A' C X* such that T(x) meets A' for every XES I, condition (b) holds, and Choose an arbitrary x7 E T(x) (i = 1, .", n), and let
Then AI is equicontinuous. Since W is convex, relation (2.15) implies the existence of an Xo E W such that X E int(conv(U U {Xl' "', x n }», for every neighborhood U of xo. Take U to be a neighborhood of xo, contained in W, on which the linear functionals in A' are uniformly bounded, and let
Then (2.14) is satisfied, T(x) meets A' for every XES', and condition (0) holds for S' and A' as desired.
The proof of Theorem 2 will be complete as soon as we demonstrate that T is not locally bounded at any boundary point of D(T). Let y be a boundary point, and suppose that U is a neighborhood of y such that T(U) is equicontinuous. _We shall derive a contradiction. Let B be the weak* closure of T(U). According to Lemma 2, T-I(B) is closed. Since Proof. Apply Theorem 2 to T-l.
Since X is reflexive, the bounded subsets of X are equicontinuous subsets of X**.
PROOFS OF THEOREM 1 AND ITS COROLLARIES'
Proof of Theorem 1. We consider first the case where the set 
